Carroll University Campus Center

A series of short films will run in the Carroll University Campus Center.

Shattuck B-25
9:00 The Dhamaa Brothers
Donaldson Correctional Facility in the Alabama houses the state’s most dangerous criminals. Yet within this dark environment, a spark was ignited with a program of meditation. The Alabama Department of Corrections allowed a film crew to document, not only the program, but many other scenes revealing the daily lives of prisoners and staff.

10:30 Sin by Silence
With unprecedented access inside the California Institution for Women, the films offers a gateway into the lives of women who have domestic violence’s living worst-case scenarios—women who have killed their abusers. After years of meeting on the yard and telling each other their whispered stories, in 1989 one revelation inspired the inmate-initiated and led group Convicted Women Against Abuse (CWAA).

11:30 Crips and Bloods: Made in America
In South Los Angeles over the past thirty years more than 15,000 people have been murdered in an ongoing cycle of gang violence that continues unabated. The film not only documents the emergence of the two gangs, but also offers insight as to how this ongoing tragedy might be resolved.

1:15 Letters to the President
This film is about President Ahmadinejad’s regime in Iran. The filmmaker, the only foreigner given such access, follows the president on trips to localities. The film provides a glimpse into an Iran that is usually not open to outsiders.

2:40 Crude
Crude takes place in the Amazon jungle of Ecuador, pitting 30,000 indigenous and colonial rainforest dwellers against the U.S. oil giant Chevron. The film focuses on the human cost of our addiction to oil and a monumental effort to hold a major corporation accountable for its past deeds.

4:30 Power Paths
The film depicts the struggle American Indian leaders and their allies face in harnessing the abundant natural forces of the sun and wind found on millions of acres of Tribal lands.
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